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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:  

 
 Never Compromise: Travelpro® Platinum® Magna™ 2 Co llection Goes Above and Beyond 

-- Reaching New Heights in Luggage with Innovative Line – 
 

Boca Raton, FL – June 24, 2015 – Travelpro once again redefines premium travel products with 
the Platinum® Magna™ 2 handsomely crafted luggage collection featuring superior fabrics and 
genuine leather accents. This ultra-durable 13-model series is the pinnacle of fashion, intelligent 
functionality and design innovation. The result is a truly luxurious offering for travelers who want 
the finest in quality and performance.  
 
Backed by Travelpro’s Worry-Free Warranty, Platinum Magna 2 ensures a lifetime of satisfaction 
with Spinners, Rollaboards, Garment Bags, a Business Case and a Backpack included in the 
collection.   This full line features 9 carry-on bags, providing many different options for today’s 
savvy traveler. 
 
“As the originator of Rollaboard® luggage, Travelpro has always been a leader in the travel 
industry,” said Scott Applebee, Vice President of Marketing for the Travelpro® family of brands.  
“The Platinum Magna 2 Collection is a step beyond other luggage collections, making it the best of 
the best.” 
  
Designed for the “Perfect Roll,” the Dual Spinner Wheels include Travelpro’s patented 
MagnaTrac™ wheel technology, a leap forward in Spinner luggage.  When Platinum Magna 2 is 
pushed, magnets instantly align the wheels to roll straight in any direction. Most spinner luggage 
drifts or pulls to one side or the other, putting strain on your shoulder, arm, wrist and hand. 
Platinum Magna 2 tracks effortlessly wherever you want to go. 
 
The patented Contour Grip on Spinner models provides superior ergonomic control, relieving 
fatigue on the shoulder, arm, hand and wrist.  In combination with the patented PowerScope 
Extension Handle that minimizes wobble, these two features provide the traveler with the ultimate 
in comfort, functionality and strength. 
 
Rugged, fashionably textured nylon fabric with DuraGuard® coating features stain and abrasion 
resistance for greater durability, while the H2O Guard coating protects the interior lining from 
stains.  The Platinum Magna 2 collection is available in attractive black fabric with black leather 
accents and olive fabric with brown leather accents.   
 
The Carry-on Rolling Garment Bag helps keep clothes wrinkle free.  The convenient split-design 
construction offers amazing packing capacity and multiple pockets to store clothing, cables, socks, 
and so much more.  
 
The Business Brief and Backpack are fully compatible with the luggage in the collection.  They 
include padded laptop and tablet pockets along with a business organizer for intelligent storage of 
quick access essentials. 
 
 
 
 



For additional information on the Platinum Travel 2 Collection or any other of Travelpro’s 
expansive lines of outstanding luggage, please contact mario@gohrmc.com or call 305-573-0882.  
 
 
About Travelpro  
For over 25 years, Travelpro International has prided itself on design innovation and durability in 
crafting the highest quality luggage for travelers worldwide. Since transforming the ease of modern 
day travel with The Original Rollaboard® wheeled luggage, Travelpro® has been the brand of 
choice for flight crews and frequent travelers on every continent. The company is dedicated to 
building a lifelong relationship with its customers by consistently meeting and exceeding their 
expectations. Travelpro was honored to once again be voted as the “World’s Best Luggage” by 
Premier Traveler Magazine in 2014.  
 
Please visit Travelpro at www.travelpro.com for a full list of the latest products and retail locations. 
Follow us on Facebook at www.facebook.com/TravelproINTL and Twitter: @TravelproIntl. 
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